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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the design, administration, revision and validation of

the Southeast Asian Summer Studies Institute (SEASSI) Proficiency
Examinations. The goal was to develop parallel language proficiency

examinations in each of five languages taught in the SEASSI: Indonesian,
Khmcr, Tagalog, Thai and Vietnamese. Four tests wcre developed for cach of
doze test.
these languages: multiple-choice listening, interview, dictation and
these
exzminations
and
the
associated
To maximize the relationships among
curricula, the interview and listening tests were each designed to assess all of the

levels of language ability which are described in the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines from "novice to "advanced-plus."

This study (N = 218) explored the score distributions for each test on the
proficiency batteries for each language, as well as differences between the
distributions for the pilot (1989) and revised (1989) versions. The relative

reliability estimates of the pilot and revised versions were also compared as were
thc various relationships among tests across languages.
The results are discussed in terms of the degree to which the scores on the

strategies here are generalizable to test development projects for other
Southeast Asian languages.

Each year since 1984, a Southeast asian Summer Studies Institute

the
(SEASSI) has been held on some university campus in the United States. As

name implies, thc purpose of SEASSI is to provide instruction in Or; lesser
rs3

taught" languages from Southeast Asia. In 1988, SEASSI came to the university
of Hawaii at Manoa for two consecutive summers. Since wc found ourselves

with several language testing specialists, a strong Indo-Pacific Language
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department, and two consecutive years to work, we were in a unique position to
develop overall proficiency tests for a number of the languages taught in SEASSI
-- tests that could then be passed on to future SEASSIs.

The central purpose of this par. is to describe the design, production,
administration, piloting, revision and validation of these Southeast Asian

Summer Studies Institute Proficiency Examinations (SEASSI). From the outset,
the goal of this project was to develop overall language proficiency examinations
in each of five languages taught in the SEASSI: Indonesia, Khmer, Tagalog,
Thai and Vietnamese. The ultimate objectives of these tests was to assess the
grammatical and communicative ability of students studying these languages in
order to gauge their overel proficiency in the languages. It was decided early
that the tests should be desigied to measure all of the levels of language ability

which are described in the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines from "novice" to
"advanced-plus" for speaking and listening (see Appendix A from ACTFL 1986,
Liskin-Gasparro 1982, and/or ILR 1982). Though the ACTFL guidelines are
somcwhat controversial (eg. see Savignon 1985; Bachman and Savignon 1986),
they provided a relatively simple paradigm within which we could develop and

describe these tests in terms familiar to all of the teachers involved in the
project, as well as to any language teachers who might be required to use the
tests in the future.
The central research questions investigated in this were as follows
(1)

How are the scores distributed for each test of the proficiency
battery for each language, and how do the distributions differ
between the pilot (1989) and revised (1989) versions?

(2)

To what degree are the tests reliable? How does the reliability differ
betwecn the pilot and revised versions?

(3)

To what degree are the tests intercorrelated? How do these
correlation coefficients differ between the pilot and revised versions?

(4)

To whz t degree arc the tests parallel across languages?

(5)

To what degree are the tests valid for purposes of testing overall
proficiency in these languages?

(6)

To what degree are the strategies described here generalizable to
test development projects for other languages?
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METHOD

A test development project like this has many facets. In order to facilitate
will be
the description and explanation of the project, this METHOD section
used
for
norming
the
tests,
a
section
organized into a description of the subject
the procedures of the
on the materials involved in the testing, an explanation of
statistical procedures used to analyze, improve and reanalyze the tests.

Subject

A total of 228 students were involved in this project: 101 in the pilot stage
of this project and 117 in the validation stage.
The 101 students involved in the pilot stage were all students in the SEASSI
Hawaii at Manoa. They
program durip ;Y, the summer of 1989 at the University of

third year
were enrollee in the first year (45.5%), second year (32.7%) and Tagalog
(n
(21.8%) language courses in Indonesian (n = 26), Khmer (n = 21),

There were 48 females (47.5%)
= 14) Thai (n = 17) and Vietnamese (n = 23).
majority
of
these
students were native speakers
and 53 Males (52.5%). The vast
there were speakers of other languages who

of English (80.7%), though

participated (19.3%).
The 117 students involved in thc validation stage of this test development
1989. They
project were all students in the SEASSI program during summer

(41.0%) and third year
were enrolled in the first year (48.7%), second year
Indonesian
(n
=
54),
Khmer
(n = 18), Tagalog (n
(10.3%) language courses in
57 females (48.7%)
and
Vietnamese
(n
=
12).
There
were
= 10) Thai (n = 23)
and 60 males (51.3%).

In general, all of the groups in this study were intact classes. To some
of their
degree, the participat:Jn of the students depended on the cooperation
universal,
the
samples
in
this
project
teachers. Since that cooperation was not
from a summer
typical
of
volunteer
groups
drawn
can only be viewed as
intensive language study situation like that in SEASSI.

Materials
of focus
There were two test batteries employed in this project. The test
Apth'ude Test (MLAT),
However,
the
Modern
Lanpage
was the SEASS1PE.
Each will be
developed by Carroll and Sapon (1959), was also administeicd.

described in turn.

Description of the SEASSIPE The SEASSIPE battery for each language

presently consisted of four tests : multiple-choice listening, oral interview
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procedure, dictation and doze test. In order to make the tests as comparable as
possible across the five languages, they were all developed first in an English

prototype version. The English version was thcn translated into the target
language with an emphasis on truly translating the material into that language

such that the result would be natural Indonesian, Khmer, Tagalog, Thai or
Vietnamese. The multiple-choice listening test presented the students with aural
statements or questions in the target language, and they were then asked what
they would say (given four responses to choose from). The pilot versions of the
test all contained 36 itcms, which were developed in 1988 on the basis of the

ACTFL guidelines for listening (see APPENDIX A). The tests were then
administered in the 1988 SEASS1. During 1989, the items were revised using
distractor efficiency analysis, and six items were eliminated on the basis of

overall item statistics. Thus thc revised versions of the listening test all
contained a total of 30 items.
The oral interview procedure was designed such that the interviewer would
ask students questions at various levels of difficulty in the target language (based

on the ACTFL speaking and listening guidelines in APPENDIX A). The
students were required to respond in the target language. In the pilot version of
the test, the responses of the students were rated on a 0-108 scale. On each of

36 questions, this scale had 0 to 3 points (one each for three categories:
accuracy, fluency, and meaning). On the revised version of the interview, 12
questions were eliminated. Hcncc on the revised version, the students were
rated on a 0-72 scale including one point each for accuracy, fluency and meaning
based on a total of 24 interview questions.
The dictation consisted of an eighty word passage in the targct language.
The original Eng li3h prototype was of approximately 7th grade reading level

(using the Fry 1976 scale). The passage was read three times (once at normal
rate of speech, then again with pauses at the end of logical phrases, and finally,
again at normal rate). Each word that was morphologically correct was scored
as a right answcr. Because these dictations appeared to be working reasonably
well, only very minor changes were made between the pilot and revised versions
of this test.
The doze test was based on an English prototype of 450 words at about the
7th grade reading level (again using the Fry 1976 scale). The doze passage was

created in the target language by translating the English passage and deleting
every 13th word for a total of 30 blanks. The pilot and revised versions of this

test each had the same number of items. However, bl:Inks that proved
ineffective statistically or linguistically in the pilot versions v ere :nanged to more
promising positions in thc revised tests (sec Brown 1988b for more on doze test
improvement strategies).

As mentioned abot c, these four tests wcrc developed for each of five
languages taught in the SEASS1. To thc degree that it was possible, they were
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that scores should be comparable
made parallel across languages. The goal was of 50 on the interview procedure
across languages so that, for instance, a score
aproximately the same as a score of 50 on the Thai test.
for Tagalog would be
equivalent
tests were approximately
To investigate the degree to which the Apdtude
administered
at
Test was also
control for
across languages, thc Modem Language
results
could
be
used
to
the beginning of the instruction so that the the language groups.
initial differences in language aptitude among
Proficiency Educations were considered
All of the results of the SEASSI
primarily to
the results of the pilot project were used
experimental. Henceadministration
revised
version
of each test.
procedures in a
improve the tests and
grading the
help
in
instructing
and
the
The scores were reported to the teachers to

required, in any way, to use
students. However, the teachers were not
the effectiveness of instruction.
results, and the results were NOT used to judge
all
points
in the test development
Teachers' input was solicited and used at
process.
version of the MLAT was als.,
Description of the MLAT The short of the five tests were administere6

administered in this study. Only the last three
These three tests are
by the original authors.
as prescribed for the short version
paired associates.
entitled spelling clues, words in sentences andfor differences in language learning
included
to
control
The MLAT was
and thereby help in investigating the
aptitude across the five language groups
languages. The MLAT is a well-known language
equivalency of the tests across
predict performance in foreign language
aptitude test. It was designed to
kept confidential and did not affect the
classroom. In this study, the results were
national percentile ranking were
students' grades in any way. The scores and caution that such scores represent
the
reported individually to the students withaptitude
for learning foreign languages.
information
about
their
achievement in a specific
only one type of
does not measure student numbers, were
It was made clear that the MLAT
anonymous
language. The group scores, coded rider
and to calculate some of the statistical
general
observations
only used to make
analyses reported below.

Procedures

The overall plan for this project proceeded on
number of smaller steps.

schedule in four main stages and a

designed during June 1988 at the
Stage one: Design. The tests were
Charles Lockhart and Teresita
University of Hawaii at Manoa by .1 D Brown,
of
the
five
languages involved (both in
Ramos with the cooperation of teachers
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the Indo-Pacific Languages department and in SEASSI). J D Brown and C
Lockhart were responsible for producing a prototypes into each of the five
languages. I D Brown took primary responsibility for overall test design,
administration and analysis.
Stage two: Production. The actual production of the tapes, booklets, answer
sheets, scoring protocols and proctor instructions took place during the last week

of July 1988 and the tests were actually administered in SEASSI classes on
August 5, 1988. This stage was the responsibility of T. Ramos with the help of ('.
Lockhart.

Stage three: Validation. The on-going validation process involved the
collection and organization of the August 5th data, as well as teacher ratings of
the students' proficiency on the interview. Item analysis, descriptive statistics,
correlational analysis and feedback from the teachers and students were all used

to revise the four tests with the goal of improving them in terms of central
tendency,dispersion, 7:12.2hility and validity. The actual revisions and production

of new versions of the tests took place during the spring and summer of 1989.
This stage was primarily the responsibility of J D Brown with the help and
cooperation of H Gary Cook, T namoa and the SEASSI teachers.
Stage four: Final Product. Revised versions of these tests were administered
again in the 1989 SEASS1. This was primarily the job of H G Cook. A test
manual was also produced (Brown, Cook, LocKhart and Ramos, unpublished
ms). Based on the students' SEASSI performances and MLAT scores from both
the 1988 and 1989 SEASSI, the manual provides directions for adminirtering the
tests, as well as discussion of the test development and norming procedures. Thc

discussion focuses on the value of these new measures as indirect tests of

ACTFL proficiency levels. The manual was developed following the standards
set by AERA, APA and NCME in Standards for Educational and Psychological
Testing (see APA 1985). The production of all tests, answer keys, audio tapes,
answer sheets, manuals and reports was the primary responsibility of I D Brown.

Analyses

Thc analyses for this study were conducted using the QuattroPro
spreadsheet prograrn (Borland 1989), as well as the ABSTAT (Bell-Anderson
1989), and SYSTAT (Wilkinson, 1988) statistical program. These analyses fall
into four categories: descriptive statistics, reliability statistics, correlational
analyses, and analysis of covariance.
Because of the number of tests involved when we analyzed four tests cach

in two versions (1988 pilot version and 1989 revised version) for each of five
languages (4 x 5 x 2 = 40), the desaiptive statistics reported here are lim:ted to

the number of items, the number of subjects, the mean and the standard
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to the Cronbach alpha
deviation. Similarity, reliability statistics have been limited
Richardson (1973) formula
and
the
Kuder
and
coefficient (sec. Cronbach 1970)
Pearson product-

21 (K-R21). All correlation coefficient.; reported here arc (ANCOVA) and

of covariance
moment coefficients. Finally, analysis
controlling for
multivariate analyses were used to determine the degree while

MLAT). the alpha
differences in initial language aptitude (as measured by the
decisions
was
set
at
.05.
significance level for all statistical

RESULTS

Table 1 for the pilot and
Summary descriptive statistics arc presented inlanguages. The languages
for
each
of
thc
five
revised versions of the four tests
the mean and standard deviation for
ar.. listed across the top of the table with headings. The mean provides an
each given directly below the language
behavior of a group, and the
indication of the overall central tendency, or typical
of students from the
cstimate
of
the
average
distance
standard deviation gives an
statistics).
The
versions
(ie. the pilot
mcan (sec Brown 1988a for more on such
versions administered in
of
1988
or
the
revised
versions administered in summer
Interview, Dictation and Cloze Test)
summer of 1989) and tests (Listening, Oral,
table
along
with the number of items (k) in
arc labeled down the left side of the
parentheses.
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Notice that, for each test, there is considerable variation across versions and
languages not only in the magnitude of the means but also among thc standard
deviations. It seems probable that the disparitics across versions (1988 and
1989) are largely due to the revision processes, but they may in part be caused by

differences in thc numbers of students at each level of study or by other
differences among the samples used during the two summers.
Table 2 presents the reliabilities for each test based on the scores produced
by the groups of students studying each of the languages. A reliability coefficient

estimates the degree to which a test is consistent in what it measures. Such
coefficient can range from 0.00 (wholly unreliable, or inconsistent) to 1.00
(crimpletcly reliable, or 10(1 percent ctmsisten)), and can talo: on all ol the vallles
in between, as well.
Notice that, once again, the languages are shown across the top of the table
with two types of reliability, alpha and k-R21, labeled just under each language
heading. You will also find that thc versions (1988 or 1989) and tests arc again
labeled down the left sidc of the table.
lnda f
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TEST 1+1.1411111 ITV
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,-

.144 P

fft)t trarcE
14-,4.;33

44,.1
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6I.041 r
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...v.
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A 1,....
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,.-: :
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-.-Cr2
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r.t 4.441
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7.1(ta1171-
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.9:

.96

..'

.00
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.7:

.86
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..5
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.92
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.76

.9e
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.50

se

.01
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t
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PE'.1.5EV !,,e9

Llsce,-1-c
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.42

.9:

.-6
.67
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.81

.68

.76

.97

.93

.78

1^tv
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.86

.c4
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.60

eictat:on

Is

.81

ss

.92

II

.99

se

.78

et

.91

Cloze Tst

.77

.63

.Q7

.60

.96

.85

.99

.63

.84

..b

ckal

co

Not calculated.
Not applicable.

As mentioned above, the reliability estimates reported in Table 2 are based
on Cronbach alpha and on thc K-R21. Cronbach alpha is an algebraic identity
with the more familiar K-R20 for any test which is dichotomously scored (cg. thc

listening and doze tests in this study). However, for any test which has a
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study), another version of
weighed scoring system (like the Interview tests in Ufa odd-even variances (see
alpha must be applied -- in this case, one based on the
Cronbach 1970)
7A13_E 3: SEASSIPE TEST
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Orel laty
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.56 .V -.II

421 .171
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ir

versions were
Intercorrelations among the SEASSIPE tests on both
coefficient for each

calculated using thc Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient gives an estimate of
language sepirately (see Table 3). A correlation related. A coefficient of 0.00
the degree to which two sets of numbers are coefficient of +1.00 indicates
indicates that the numbers are totally unrelated. A
of being ordered in the same
that they arc completely related (mostly in terms strongly related, but in
way). A coefficient of -1.00 indicates that they arebecomes larger, the other set
opposite directions, ie. as one set of numbers
-1.00
Naturally, coefficients can vary throughout this range from
grows smaller.
to 0.00 to 1.00.

with Listening (L),
Notice that thc languages arc labeled across the top
for
each
language. The
also indicated
Oral Interview (0) and Dictation (D) Interview,
Dictation
and
Com Test) are
versions (1988 or 1989) and tests (Oral
the table, remember that each
also indicated down the left side. To read
of the two variables that were
correlation coefficient is found at the intersection
in the upper-left corner
being examined. This means, for instance, that the .54 on the Oral Interview
relationship
between
the
scores
indicates thc degree of
version.
and Listening tesis in Indonesian in 1988 pilot

2 18
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Following some of the correlation coefficients in Table 3, there is an
asterisk, which refers down below the table to p < .05. This simply means that
these correlation coefficients are statistically significant at the .05 !eve.. In other
words, there is only a five percent probability that the correlation coefficients

with asterisks occurrcd by chance alone. Put yet another way, there is a 95
pelcent probability that the coefficients with asterisks occurred for other than
chance reasons. Those coefficients without asterisks can be interpreted as being
zero.
Recall that, in Table 1, there was considerable variation in the magnitude of
the means and standard deviations across languages and versions. Table 4 shows

the results of an analysis of covariance procedure which used language
(Indonesian, Khmer, Tagalog, Thai and Vietnamese) as a categorical variable
and MLAT language aptitude scores as a covariate to determine whether there
were significant differences across languages for the mean test scores (Listening,
Interview, Dictation and Cloze treated as repeated measures).
TA01 4: ANALYSIS CF CMARIANEE Amass REpEArED mEASuRES lltbib/

a

SaNVE
BETwEEN SuBJECTS
LANGUAGE

PLAT (COVAPIAMI
SUBJECTS wIrHIN GROWS

SS

3197.197
256.014
6285.642

df

4
1

57

7,70.20Q

7.24611

256.014
110.2-4

2.322

596.387
26.838
32.776

18.196.
0.819

WITHIN SUBJECTS
1...P4`451.143E

mLAT (CDIvoRIATE)

SUBJECTS WITHIN GRCuPS

.0

7156.650
80.513
5604.643

12
3

171

.05

In Table 4, it is important to realize that the asterisks next to the F ratios
indicate that there is some significant difference among the means for different

languages across the four tests. This means in effect that at least one of the
differences in means shown in table 1 is due to other than chance factors (with
95 percent certainly). Of course, many more of the differences may also be
significant, but there is no way of knowing which they arc from this overall
analysis. It should suffice to recognize that a significant difference exists
somewhere across languages. The lack of asterisks after the F ratios for the
MLAT indicate that there was no significant difference detected language
aptitude (as measured by MLAT) among the groups of students taking the five
languages.
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mee

procedure, two
Since analysis of covariance is a fairly controversial
additional steps were
(1)

First, the assumption of homogeneity of slopes was carefully
before

(2)

Second, multivariate analyses (including, Wilks' lambda, Pillai trace,
led to
and Hotelling-Lawley trace) were also calculated. Since they

checked by calculating and examining the interaction terms
performing the actual analysis of covariance. The interactions were
not found to be significant.

in
exactly the same conclusions as the univariatc statistics shown
here.
Table 4, they arc not reported

univariate analysis of
Thus the assumptions were found to be met for the
repeated
measures
design,
ami the results were
covariance procedures in a
It
is
therefore with a fair
furthcr confirmed using multivariate procedures.
hcre.
amount of confidence that these results are reported

TAELE 5: DIFFERENTIAL FEYFtFrANCE

TEST

....IstenLnq

Oral :nt..,

Otctation

C102. Tst

LEN. EL

1st year
2nd year
Zea year
1st ywar
3nd year
3rd year
1st year
2nd year
1r0 year

1st NW'
2nd year
3rd year

81. UEvELS ON EAOH REST

STO

rEPN

15.7147
19.6383
ZO.9167

50.6538
47.1°15
57.5000
16.4063
18.2500
23.9167
57.3393
61.5000
65.5833

5.2192
4.4007
4.5218
14.9022
15.9519
12.2714
5.3573
4.2602
3.4490
12.1015

49
47
12

26
47
12

32
48
12

8.12"e94

56
48

6.8948

12

the tests do appear to
One other important result was found in this study:language study. This is
ability
found
between
levels
of
reflect the differences in
like the SEASSIPE because they
an important issue for overall proficiency tests
language ability that
should be sensitive to the types of overall differences in
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would develop over time, or among individuals studying at different levels.
While this differential level effect was found for each of the languages, it is
summarized across languages in Table 5 (in the interests of economy of space).
Notice that, with one exception, the means get higher on all of the tests as the
level of the students goes up from first to second to third ycar. The one anomaly
is between the first and second years on the oral interview.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this section will be to interpret the results reported above
with the goal of providing direct answers to the original research questions posed

at the beginning of this study. Consequently, the research questions will be
restated and used as headings to help organize the discussion.
battery for each
(1) How are the scores distributed for each test of the proficiency

language, and how do the distributions differ between the pilot (1989) and
revised (1989) versions?

The results in Table 1 indicate that most of the current tests arc reasonably
well-centered and have scores that are fairly widely dispersed about the central
tendency. Several notable exceptions sccm to be the 1989 Ornl Interviews for
Indonesian and Khmer, both of which appear to be negatively skewed (providing
classic examples of what is commonly called the ceiling effect -- see Brown I988a
for further explanation). It is difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle whether
the differences found between thc two versions of the test (1988 and 1989) arc
due to the revision processes in which many of the tests were shortened and
improved, or to differences in the samples used during the two SEASSIs.

(2) To what degree are the tests reliable? How does the reliability differ between
the pilot and revised versiats?
Table 2 shows an array of reliability coefficients for the 1988 pilot version

and 1989 revised tests that arc all moderate to very high in magnitude. The
lowest of these is for the 1989 Indonesian Listening test. It is low enough that
the results for this test should only be used with extreme caution until it can be
administered again to determine whether the low reliability is a result of bad test
design or some aspect of the sample of students who took the test.

These reliability statistics indicate that most of the tests produce

reasonably consistent results even when they arc administered to the relatively
homogeneous population of SEASSI students. The revision process appears to
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either in tcrms of
have generally, though not universally, improved test reliabilityestimates, but for

producing higher reliability indices or approximately equal
Indonesian and Tagalog
shorter more efficient, versions. The listening tcsts for
lower
in
the
revised than in the pilot
arc worrisome because the reliabilities are
found
among
the
1989
results. However, it is
testing and because they are
and that they arc being
important to remember that thcse are fairly short tests
various languages
administered to relatively restricted ranges of ability in the
things being equal, a
important
factors
because,
all
involved. These are both
range of talent will
short test will be less reliable than a long test, and a restricted
further
explanation and
produce lower reliability estimates than a wide one (for

examples, see Ebel 1979; Brown 1984, 1988a).
than the alpha estimate.
Note also that the K-R2I statistic is generally lowerreliability
estimate, but it
This is typical. K-R21 is a relatively easy to calculate
for instance, the 1989
actual
reliability
of
the
test
(see,
usually underestimates the
Table 2).
Revised Khmer and Thai doze tests reliabilities in

(3) To what degree are the tests intercorrelated?

How do these correlation

coefficients differ between the pilot and revised versions?

in Table 3 indicate a
In most cases, the correlation coefficients reportedThe one systematic and
relationship
among
the
tests.
surprisingly high degree of
is important to note
glaring exception is the set of coefficients found for Thai. It small samples (due
that these correlation coefficients for Thai based on verynot taught to write in
mostly to thc fact that students at the lowest level were
statistically significant at
Thai), and that these correlation coefficients were not correlation coefficients
as
the p < .05 level. They must therefore be interpretedcorrelations
of zero.
that probably occurrcd by chance alone, or simply as

parallel aaoss languages?
(4) To what degree are the tests

straightforward. Apparently,
The interpretation of these results is fairly
significant
difference
in
MLAT language aptitude
there was no statistically
However, there was clearly

scores among the groups studying the five languages.
scores across the five languages
a significant difference among the mean test
in language aptitude (the
despite the efforts to control for initial differences
indicate
the magnitude of such
MLAT covariate). A glance back at Table 1 will
differences.
that the tests have changed
One possible cause for these differences is of these tests started out as
during thc process of development. Recall that all
It is apparent that, during the processes
thc same English language prototype .
in overall difficulty across

of translating and revising, the tests diverged
found here. Another
languages. this is reflected in the mean differences
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potential cause of the statistically significant differences reported in Tables 1, 4,
and 5 is that there may have been considerable variations in th ?. samples used
during the two summers.
(5) To what &gee are the tests valid for paposes of testing overall pmficiency in
these languages?

The intcrcorrelations among the tests for each language (see Table 3)
indicate that moderate to strong systematic relationships exist among many of
the tests in four of the five languages being tested in this project (the exception is
Thai). However, this typc of correlational analysis is far from sufficient for
analysing the validity of these tests. If there were other well established tests of
the skills being tested in these languages, it would be possible to administer
those criterion tests along with the SEASSIPE tests and study the correlation
coefficients between oar relatively new tests and the well-established measures.

Such information could thcn be used to build arguments for the criterionrelated validity of some or all of these measures. Unfortunately, no such wellestablished criterion measures were available at the time of this project.

However, there arc results in this study that do lend support to the
construct validity of these tests. The fact that the tests generally reflect
differences between levels of study (as shown in Table 3) provides evidence for
the construct validity (the differential groups type) of these tests.
Nevertheless, much more evidence should be gathered on the validity of the
various measures in this study. An intervention study of their construct validity

could be set up by administering the tests before and after instruction to
determine the degree to which they are sensitive to the language proficiency
construct which is presumably being taught in the course. lf, in future data,
correlational analyses indicate patterns similar to those found here, factor
analyses factor analysis might also be used profitably to explore the variance
structures of those relationships.
The point is that therc are indications in this study of the validity of the tests
involved. However, in the study of validity, it is important to build arguments from
a number of perspectives on an ongoing basis. Hence, in a sense, the study of
validity is never fully complete as long as more evidence can be gathered and
stronger arguments can bc constructed.

(6) To what degree are the strategies described here generalizable to test
development projects for other languages?

From the outset, this project was designed to provide four different types of
proficiency tests -- tests that would be comparable across five languages. The
intention was to develop tests that would produce scorcs that were comparable
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comparable in
across languages such that a score of 34 would be roughly
Vietnamese.
Perhaps
this
entire aspect
Indonesian, Khmer, Tagalog, Thai and
beginning.
Recall
that
the process
of the project was quixotic from the very

oral
bcgan with the creation of English language prototypes for thc listening test,
prototypes
were
then
translated
interview, dictation and doze procedure. These

ie. to
into the five languages with strict instructions to really translate them,
Indonesian,
Khmer,
Tagalog,
Thai
and
make them comfortably and wholly
translating
the
passages
in
five
different
Vietnamese. While the very act of
directions probably affected their comparability across languages, they probably
remained at least roughly thc same at this stage of development. Then, during

the summer of 1988, thc tests were administered, analyzed and revised
separately using different samples of students with thc result that the tests
further diverged in content and function.

We now know that the use of English language prototypes for the

development of these tests may have created problems that we did not foresee.
authentic in
One danger is that such a strategy avoids the use of language that is
that
is
translated
from
English for
the target language. For instance, a passage
in thc target
be
topic
that
would
never
be
discussed
use in Khmer doze test may
culture, may be organized in a manner totally alien to Khmer, or may simply
seem stilted to native speakers of Khmer because of its rhetorical structure.
might be.
These problems could occur no matter how well-translated the passage
Ultimately, the tests did not turn out to be similar enough across languages
recommend its use in
to justify using this translation strategy. Thus we do not

further test development projects. It would probably have been far more
profitable to use authentic materials from the countries involved to develcp tests
directly related to the target languages and cultures.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the tests in each of the five SEASSI Proficiency Examinations

disperse the
appear to be reasonably well-centered and seem to adequately
reasonably
reliable.
Naturally,
future
students' performance. They are also
and further
research should focus on ways to make the tests increasingly reliable
be passed
Thus
the
final
versions
of
the
tests
can
build a case for thcir validity.

that any decisions
on to future SEASSIs at other sites with some confidence
It
is also with some
professional
and
sound.
based on them will be reasonably

Manoa
confidence that the tests will be used here at the University of Hawaii at
Khmer,
Tagalog,
to test the overall proficiency of students studying Indonesian,
and revision
Thai and Vietnamese. However, the process of test development and made
Any
test
can
be
further
improved
should never be viewed as finished.
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to better serve the population of students and teadiers who are the ultimate
users of such materials.
One final point muNt be stressed: we could never have successfully carried

out this project without the cooperation of the many language teachers who
volunteered their time while carrying out other duties in the Indo-Pacific Languages
department, or the SE.ASSIs held at University of I lawaii at Manoa. We Owe each
of these language teachers a personal debt of gratitude. Unfortunately, we can only
thank them as a group for their professionalism and hard work.
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APPEND! X A

(CM_ PITIF ICTEMY Guice.ircs rcn MCA< ING 44,1) L ISTENING

cncirt. 1996

Generic Descrrptions -Speaking
Noure

Ill

Notice Low

Oral PrOduetion consols of isolated words and ocihaps a low high I tequeni v phi

'el.". 'ei

iharaortired by he an.

to communicate m.nima.li with terned insie

I ....Vic no

nonal communicate. ability
Novice Mid

Oral production conunun to consist of isolated words and learned phiases wanin very predictable areas col
need. although quantity is increased Vocabulary is sufficient only fa handling simple, ekmeniar y needier,'
est:sir...a haste rewiring Utterance, rarely r (MPH of Tole than two 'X three words and show f.eqent ,ser
pause., and repetition of interlocutoe's -olds Speaker may ha.. some difficult, producing een the sonniiii
utterances. Some NoYice.Mid speakers will be understood only with ,
difficulty.

Novite.High

Abk to satisf y partially the requirements of basic communicative cathanges by relying heavily on learnol ui
teratl(e1 but occattonally expanding these through simple recomblnattons of their elements Can ask questions
or make statements ...noising Seamed material Shows signs of spontaneity although this falls short of -cal
autonomy of expression. Speech continues to consist of keened utterances lather than of personalized. tausttonally adapted ones VOcabulaty <tweet on areas such as bait< Objetla. plam. and most common kinsnip
terms. Pronunnation may still be Money influenced by rust language Errors are frequent and. In lone sst
repetition, some Novice High speakers will hast dif ficulty being understood ow br sympaiherx interiowtois

Intermediate

The Intermediate Lend is characterized by the speaker's ability 10:
create wurs the language by combining and reconsbnung teamed tkmotts. though unmanly in a rrs:,,r mode.
Snd
initiate, Minimally sustain. and close in a simple ssy bile( Cemenunnaisse
aslt and anpaa gtomsons.

IntermechateiLow

Able to handle successfully a landed numb* of tnittactove, task orrented and socral situattons Can ask and
ansuset questions, mutate aad respond to 11111ple statements Ind maintain face.to.lace Con ,,,,, non. atrhousn
in highly reatroted manna and istth much linguistic taccutany. Within thaz limitations. can bet lam Win
tasks as inttoducing self, Ordering a meal, asking directsons, and making purchases. Vocabulary is adtosiaie
to express only the most elementary needs Strong interference from native language may occur M-tundersiand
Mg, frequently MSC but with sepention, the Interrnediate.Low speaker can genetally be understood hy
pathetle interlocutors.

Intermediate Mid

Abk tO handle luccmsfully g arlely of uncomplicated, basic and commtmucatlye tasks and tool! utual-ors
:Can talk sanely about self and family membert Can ask and answer nuatons and participate .0
.C1411..1 On rerun beyond the melt immediate needs; e $ personal history and leisure ome tirirs.rug I..
terante lemgth incesam slightly. but speech may continue to be characterized by (ferment long pauses. time
the smooth tneetp.oration of esen bale ton fffff tional strategies is often hindered as the speak,/ mull e't
to cicate *Wotan.te language forms Pronuntration may anomie to be strongly tnfluenced by (Jr,i language

and fluency may still be warned. Althoush misunderstandings pill astir ire Inielmediate kid twat* ran
generally be under %naiad by istnpathetx interlocutors
latterwediate High

Able to handle successfully most uncomplicated communicatine tasks and wetsi sit uanons Can inmate. tlt
um. and Close a general tonnersation sarth a number of strategic, appropriate to a tinge of circumstance,
and tomes, but Mai ale evident. Limited socabulary still neensitates hesitation and may being about Viands
oneaPected cireumlocizoon. 'Mere is metaled evidence of connected doormat, paniculatly for simple nat.,
lion and/or descroption. The Intermediaseleigh speaks% can {else/ally by undesstood even by imertneuints

not accuaromed to dealing mob speakers at this Intl. but "roman may srill ba requited.
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Adaerond

The Adnarned tenet is ehatapented by the sPealscr'S ability 10'

tonversie in a drag,' Participatory fashion:
communicaint nulls, including thorn I hp requite
sustain, and bring to drum. a wide nanny of
complication or an unfinauun
art increased abnlity to convey meaning wnh &verso

language strategies due to

turn of evout.

satisfy the inclutternents or school and work utuatront; and

333333 and describe with paragraph.length connected docourse

tile en rantlp the requirement( of civet yday situations

and routine school and .crl ttquirrirnnts ( an ban
tasks and ...oat tonaimm such as club., aim,. nin-

Jie o iii 1001/anent' Lnat not with lard., enmnlwated
describe with some desalts. linking sentences together smoothly
tilaining, and acrologifing Can ii
of moment public and fICItonal interest, using general
( an nommunia are faci and talk casually about topics
fillers.
over by ssminfnuintann< ...gin*. inch Js nanbe
sin ahulary Shmtsuinings tan alien be unoothek:
Cittuinlosutinet which ailsws horn vthabutary tiirynrjauui
tiulmna dontios...il hllcrenr ,,,,, of Vetch
ro, word< may still bo cvident The A4.aMed
Iona anon. arty 01101 n quite successful. though some groping
toe/ speller can Pe understood without difficulty by mann interlocurnrs.
of everuday, school, and work 1o1/1/11K111, Can Onitas

Advanscd Plus

Able to saint y the eequitements of a broad variety
mofente
sOntfett 1001C1 leatIng tO particular interflf I and special fields Oi competence. There is emerging
hyPothtuze The Advanced Plus speaker often how,
of ability no sopOOM opinions. efilain in detail,imported
and
grasp of some forms with confident SOW Of 'Om.
a well developed ability to Compensate for an citevmlocotion Differentiated yocabolary and union MOO
municanve strategics, such at gatphrasing and
shades Of meaning The Advanced Innis speaker often shows
are effectively trued to Communnate One
language
remarkable fluency and fano of spoesli but under the demands of Superior laser. lemples
may break down oe prove inadequate

Supemor

ability to
the SupeelOr lenel is characletited by the speaker's
and
parocipte effectively in moll formal and informal COnatf SaflOni On Warta, al. S00.1, professional.
abstract tomer: and

s-nport opinions and hypotheute uling narnt bit 1111401.01, siralegies
partleiyale erreur,ely in most formal and informal

suotneir

Able to speak the language with sufficient aucuracy 10
absrract toy.,. Can discuss spettal fields of competence
Onuttsals011. on practical, loyal, professional, and
but may not bo able tO tailor language to
and !merest with ease Can suppott opinion, and hypothesize.
unfamiliar topics. Usually the SuPeriot kvrl Weaker is onlr
audience or discuss in depth highly abstract or
Me Superior level speller commands a wide

pamally familiar with ritinnal or other dialectical rattan.
good Jaftness of discourse straiegies The latter innotnes the
baiieir or intersect, arta:eves and shows
ability to distinguish ma al ideas froth 1U0111011Ing

int001111110111hrough syntactic. lexical and supmegmental
thecur. patticulaily in lOwhttalIttliy 111,101.1f CS anti

features touch. stress. townsman) Sporadic errors may

tome Comptes 111114feCnIt1lOy 11f oCrules TOM common

se formal writing, but no patterns of WOe aft rel.

dent hereof do 1101 disturb the native spegkee oe intafert with communication

Generic Desaimione-tittenint
these guideline-I assume gnat all Interims
ar near standard norms

bionic, Low

40sitt Mod

take place in an authentic environmest at a normal 'atc

Understanding ia limited to occasional isolated words,

of Wed, obng standatd

Nth as cognates. troetemed words, nd high feepocney

soital rOnstnnOnl ESIenlially no ability tO comprehend twin short IOW aellts.
partocularly what Conics strongly supports understand
Able to understand Meng short, learned utterancet,
some *Ord, and phrases from simple questions, staleMents
trig and speech is dearly audible. Comprehends
topic's that refer 10 baste persona) information or
high-GeV/1nel commands and courtesy (amnia< about
requires tong pause, for assimilation and periodically regostts
the ornristehate physteal selling. The listener
lent11110n al111/01 a ,towe, 1 al, of fikeech.
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en

c on

Noten High

Able 10 undetitand shore teamed ultetanen nd some sentence length u ttttt nem pan.
tcgr.gly
ttttt ntleni snit ,1.'., flit cleatly andchlt I
nhenttt anols and pocto. 1.....
cnnnte quettoint. itatentents, high ltequency c ttttt mantis nal atttoclel, I
lan Man ',one clocono
tephtatin$ and/os dotted rate of screeeh ler comprehention

Ime

Ohm no sled

d 1.1.11 kngth VOCtancet nhoh COntlie of rekomhinations of learned elnmetot in a ttttt ird
. paruculatly a sttorgly supported by the situational contest Content veleis to
notnttolf of cOnItnt
hosic petsonsl bac kgeound and nerds. %octal conventoons and routine tttt such m getting meals and on rotcnt
tornpl insqueuurts and digestions I tcenIni oact tttt n pc tonactl, ln tOccntnout 11.0 co co
ct

icont Cindetilanding
in unerui rrwrel ttttt and
both main ideas and details arise frequently
Intel med. vt mid

mt

contr,, of tesombinottons nf karned uttetanees nn a variety
nr .... tilt in bane misonal back round and needs. sin rat con.enhnnt
.
tach
at
lodging,
stansportasion. and tlsopping Additional COntent ate 1t
and snmenhat more comple
d.
y of muructions and directions Listening
include 10n14 0010041ln .... ,t and iCtnottel, and a .
tasks nor Only pertain to spontaneous face Iola" COnnef moon. but also to short tOtittfte telephOne CO
non, and some deliberate speech, such as contort announcements and reports OuCT the media Understanding
sontinues to br uneven.
AM< In undevsland centerct length liner arises

of input Comes. continues

Inlet mediate High

Able to sustain undemanding over longer uretchts of connected discoutu on a number of topics pertaining
to dif (emu litnes and places: hoviever. understanding is Inconsistent dut to failure to rasp main Wt. and/or
details. Thus. hile topics do nor dd. kr significantly from those of an Advanced level listener, comptehension
is lets In quantity and poorer In quality
Able to understand main ideas and most details of connected clacourte on variety of topics beyond the an
mediacy of the tilUaliOn. COmotehentton my be uneven due to varsity of linituttlIc and eairlinguistic tat
toil. among **loch tome farntliarily 11 wet), plominent These teats frequently involve description and n.r a.
lion in dif (emelt time frames 01 aspects, such as present, nOnpast. habitual, or trnperfectivt Teats mat include
.acival inter
inteMenrs. shott !velum on familia, topics, and nen. Items and !moils primarily dealing
motion Littener is aeare of cohnisednices but may not be able to use them to I ollo. the sequence of thOught

Ads anted

cn an Ora Ital.
Adamcd Plus

Able to undetstand he main ideas of most speech in a standatd dialect; however, the listener may nor be
menet
able 10 scot.,0 enmeneheriinut in mended ditcoutie tthich it prepositionally and longentlCally temple.
00..1 an emetstng suatentSt of culturallt implied meaning, beyond the ..... le meanings ul the tern hut mot
foil so grasp toctoeuhuial nuances ol the inentage

Superior

Able lo unctet stand the main ideas of all tritech in a standard dialect, including technical discussion in tiers/
of specialization. Can follow the nliell11311 of mended discourie +Nth Is plopositionally and linguistically
somplet. Itt in aeademic/prOfesttOnal settings, in trowel, speeches, and reporiS loiener shovtt some .0.
pleclatIon of mantle norms of t USTI language, of idioms, colloquialitrnS. and register shifting. Able to make
. Understanding is aided bn an ay. ..... ts of
inferences ...thin the 01110.1111 frame... Is of the wall tan .
lire undetlying eugonieational structuce of the mil test and includes stns./it, for tts soctal and cultural ram.. es

and us WWI, omitontt Raley mitundemands but may not understand escesuely rapt/. highly colloquial
speech or Vetch that has strong <Ouse references
0111,nsu.shed

Able to understand all forms and %Isles of speech pertinent to personal. Mal and professional nerds tailored
to dif festal audiences. Shoos strong sent loony to SOCial and cultural references and aesthetic norms by pin
test./ language from within the cultural framenork. Teats include theater plays. amen productions, editorials.
syretp01111. academic debates, public policy statements, literary readings, and most pokes and punt May hae
tort h some dialects and slang
dif
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